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Want to Know What Your
Property is Worth?

That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!
Come on in and let us help you earn your GED!We are at 92 Chestnut St. in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help you!
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Monday, January 18, 2016

Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
Birthday observance,
Monday, Jan. 18., 2016

KYTC gives tips
for safer winter
Employees of the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet in
District 1 are urging motorists to
make it a "Safer Winter" by taking some simple steps during
winter driving season,including
checking your tire tread and
reducing distractions.
Each year, highway crews do
their part to improve driving
conditions by spreading salt and
plowing roads. Now that the
area has experienced an initial
round of winter driving, high0- See KYTC Page 2
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You may say to yourself,
"My power and the strength
of my hands have produced
this wealth for me." But
remember the LORD your
God, for it is he who gives
you the ability to produce
wealth, and so confirms his
covenant, which he swore to
your forefathers, as it is
today.
Deuteronomy 8:1 7-18
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The theme was simple
Sunday for the hearty participants who braved, at times,
painfully cold conditions
during the annual Martin
Luther King Jr. March.
This was nothing.
"They had it much worse,"
rang the words of MSU's
Director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs S.G.
Carthell as the throng made
its way from Pogue Library
at the southern end of the
campus
to
Elizabeth
Residential College near the
north edge. It was his way of
saying the marchers were
only facing cold, compared
to fire hoses, night sticks and
other weapons that King and
his civil rights supporters
endured in the 1960s.
This was not lost on MSU
senior Jared Frazier of
Paducah, who earlier had
paraphrased a line in a song
that came to symbolize the
'60s movement - "We Shall
Overcome" - to"We Shall Be
Warm" as a way of dealing
with the conditions.
"It's about going through
pain to get to joy," Frazier
said. "Yes, we have to walk
through the cold, but that is
to get to the brighter side

Imptisidwersity/

JOHN WRIGHT!Ledger & Times photos

ABOVE: Students, faculty, administrators and community leaders all walk
across the pedestrian bridge separating
the residential colleges from the campus education buildings Sunday
evening on the Murray State University
campus as they near the end of the
annual Martin Luther King Jr. March
from Pogue Library to Elizabeth
College.
RIGHT: Murray State University Director
of Student Affairs Dr. Don Robertson
greets students Sunday afternoon shortly after he arrived for the annual MLK
March on the campus.

)- See MLK's Page 2

MSU second half beckons
JOHN WRIGHT!
Ledger & Times

Murray State
University sophomore
students Brenna
Heiney of
Harrodsburg, left, and
Amanda Russell of
Nashville, Tennessee
carry their belongings
toward White
Residential College
Sunday afternoon
after they arrived to
return to their
dwellings for the
2016 spring semester. Classes resume
at MSU Tuesday and
the campus was
abuzz with activity
this weekend as students
back to
Murray following the
traditional Christmas
break.

came
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Murray, KY 42071

To marchers,
brutal cold
symbolizes
IVILK's battle
for equality

to Ledger & Times
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Icy air, red-hot spirit
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MSU issues ban
on hoverboards
due to fire hazard
Special to The Ledger
Safety is a primary concern on the campus of Murray State University
Therefore, based upon recent fire inci
dents across the country,the warning fronk
Safett
Product
Consumer
the
Commission (CPSC), and Murray Statai
University safety standards, all hover
boards and similar devices are temporar§
ly banned on campus, effective immedt
ately.
•
This ban prohibits the use, possessiot
storage and charging in residence halt
college courts, all other campus buildings;
campus grounds and regional campul
locations. The ban will remain in effect
until more information and better safety.
standards exist for all models of the equip.:
ment.
The CPSC has issued a strong warnint
about hoverboards after batteries withis
0- See HOVERBOARDS Page I;
:
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Please support the...

American
Red Cross
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope

Murray L
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Today: Sunny, with a high
near 24. North northwest
wind 5 to 8 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear,
with a low around 12. Light
and variable wind.
Tuesday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 32. Light
and variable wind.
Tuesday Night: A chance

From Front
(where hot chocolate and an audio
recording of King's famous "I
Have a Dream"speech in 1963 on
the front steps of the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington awaited,
words that always seem to warrn
the coldest of days)."
"He was walking through a lot
of stuff," said Justin Frazier, a
member of MSU's Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, the same organization that King pledgd memberhip during his college days at
Boston
University
in
Massachusetts in the early 1950s.
"He made a difference, though,
and we're here to celebrate what
he did and his value of equality
for everyone, along with hope,
liberty, dignity, stuff that represented his character."
As has been the case the past
several years with this event, a
strong influx of whites joined the
blacks represented for the march,
something junior Desiree Curry
finds quite inspiring. She is the
vice president of the university's
Black Student Council.
"It means a lot to see that
because I'm actually interracial.
I'm actually half white and half
black," said the Clarksville,
Tennessee student, who comes
from a family that has lived on
Army bases. "I'm an Army brat
and I've (lived with both races
trying to persuade her to pledge
allegiance to one race). I have
been through that, and I think of
how Dr. King did a lot to make
this world not be that way.
"In coming here, I've been
lucky. You've just got to be able to
find good people who are on your
side and that's what I've had
here."
Ironically perhaps, King related
ideas of how air feels in the
speech the loudspeaker played for
all to hear at the Elizabeth
amphitheater well after the sun
had gone down, taking the temperature to near 20 degrees during
the march. Early in his speech, he

of snow. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 25. Southeast
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Wednesday: Rain and
snow likely. Cloudy, with a
high near 39. South southeast wind 5 to 7 mph
becoming west in the afternoon.
Wednesday
Night:
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 30. West wind
around 5 mph becoming
calm in the evening.
Thursday: A chance of
rain and snow. Cloudy, with
a high near 43. East wind 3
to 8 mph.
Thursday
Night:
A
chance of rain and snow.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 31. East wind
around 8 mph becoming
north northwest after midnight

says,"This is no time to engage in
the luxury of cooling offor to take
the tranquilizing drug of gradualism," then just seconds later adds,
"This sweltering summer of the
Negro's legitimate discontent will
not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of freedom and
equality."
Through the bitter winds that
served to render a planned candlelight segment of the program at
Elizabeth useless, MSU President
Dr. Bob Davies was able to put
King's thoughts that late August
day in 1963 into perspective.
"What we just heard are some
of the most prolific words ever
spoken in this country," Davies
told the throng, adding that while
all of King's dreams he displayed
for all to hear that day have not
been realized yet, it appears to
have made progress on the campus. He used two examples from
the past year as evidence.
"When there was a poster(from
a Muslim organization) desecrated, you stood up and said that it
was wrong. And when some
thoughts were exhibited on social
media (surrounding incidents in
Ferguson,
Missouri
and
Baltimore that are widely seen as
race-related), you stood up and
said,'This will not happen here.'I
am proud of you for these things."
MSU Vice President of Student
Affairs Dr. Don Robertson echoed
Davies' thoughts.
"It is our students that are carrying his dream forward,"
Robertson said."You know what?
I'm glad to see all of you here
today like this, because this is
important to us here at Murray
State. And I said this last year and
I believe it's still true. When I
think of Dr. King, I think of the
three stars on our shield that represent the following - hope,
endeavor and achievement.
"Yes, we still have work to do,
but I believe we are getting there."
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes photos
ABOVE: Championship bass angler
Brent Ehrler holds a rod Saturday
during one of two seminars he hosted
for the 32nd annual West Kentucky
Boat & Outdoor Show at the CFSB
Center on the Murray State University
campus. The Californian has earned
more than $2 million in his tournament career.
RIGHT: Maddox Tidwell, 3, of Mayfield
gets an-close view of a Sea Doo personal watercraft vessel Saturday
afternoon during the 32nd annual
West Kentucky Boat & Outdoor Show
at the CFSB Center on the Murray
State University campus.
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Marching for human life, religious equality
JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger & Times photos
Participants are shown
Sunday afternoon moving
along South 12th Street in
Murray during the annual
March for Life that originated from St. Leo Catholic
Church. Organizers said
this was the third year for
the march that comes on
Sanctity of Human Life
weekend for churches
nationwide. This year, the
theme of supporting religious freedom was also
included in the St. Leo
march.

From Front
way crews are asking motorists to step
up and do their pan by ensuring their
vehicle is fully prepared and by practicing safe driving habits.
Starting this week, the KYFC
District 1 Facebook page will feature a
social media campaign with personal
safety messages, including some with
hair-challenged crew members encouraging drivels to replace their bald tires.
"We're asking,which is balder,me or
your tires? And we'll show you how to
check your tread," said Keith Todd,
District 1 Public Information Officer,
who- when not wearing a cap-spons
a mostly hairless head.
Tire failures and defective brakes
were the top vehicle-related factors in
winter crashes last year - contributing

Please MIestthisfenssad
k to:
Mrstray Ledger&lbws,POles1040,Murray,KY 424171;
sr drop hoistthe Ace halted at
10111 Whited Ave.Is Array.

Name of Child

to more than 2,000 crashes, according under control, and failure to yield conto the Kentucky State Police. A recent tributed to more than half-58 percent
study in Colorado found that 86 per- -of all crashes in Kentucky,accenting
cent of vehicles involved in snow-day to police crash reports.
crashes had insufficient tire tread based
In the winter months distracted drivon industry standards.
ing becomes a more critical issue when
"Bald tires or bad brakes increase the road conditions dictate that you should
risk of sliding off the road, losing con- have both hands on the wheel and your
trol,or otherwise endangering yourself eyes on the raid ahead.
and other drivers in snowy weather,"
"We want everyone to arrive safe,"
Todd said."It's tempting to try to milk Todd said. "By checking your tire
as much mileage out of a set of tires as head,remembering to put your phone
possible, but during the winger it just down and ixacticing safe-driving techisn't worth it to risk the safety of you, niques at all times, we can make this a
your family,or others."
safer winter in Kentucky."
Tojoin in the Safe Winter Campaign,
Todd noted that many the suppliers
have special deals and rebates this time the media and the public can follow
of year, and most dealers will check Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
your tire tread for free.
District 1 on Facebook at
Last year, driver inattention, driving http://Facebook.com/KYTCDistrictl
too fast for conditions, vehicle not and share driving tips posted there.II
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DEADLINE:JAN.22,2016 AT 5 PM
contact Nidd at270-753-1916
for more information!

ONE SPACE:
$12
TWO SPACES:
$18

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
second of three $1 million tickets
from
Wednesday's
historic
Powerball drawing has been
claimed by a voup of II coworkers from Paducah public schools.
Media outlets report the school
employees call themselves the
'My Tornadoes* and had neva

played the lottery together before Tracy Leonard since the tickets
this week.Each kicked in $5 to buy were on Leonard's desk at the
27 quick pick tickets.
school. They then called and
After Wednesday's drawing,
awoke McNabb's principal, who
group member Angel Lawrence
checked their numbers from copies met them at the school that night to
she'd made of their tickets. When retrieve the tickets.
The members plan to split the
ihe realized they had a $1 million
winner, she called fellow 'winner winninp evenly.0
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AGRICULTURE
Row Crop Risk Management to be explored
The Calloway County
Extension
Service
and
Independence Bank will be
hosting a Row Crop Risk
Management workshop at the
Calloway County
Farm
Bureau building on Highway
121.
The purpose of this workshop - to be held on Feb. 15 By Matt is to help equip producers
with information and tools
Chadwick they can utilize to help them
Calloway
mitigate several of the risks
County
associated with raising row
Cooperative
crops in today's economic climate.
Extension
Following a few years of
record prices, 2014 (and 2015) have showed a
drastic downturn in the marketplace. This workshop is designed to assist producers in maximizing their profit (or minimizing their losses) while

maintaining a reasonable level of risk.
Extension economists from the University of
Kentucky will be conducting the workshop and an
overview of the topics include developing enterprise budgets for 2016,determining your cost per
bushel for each crop, reducing your machinery
cost, reducing land rent cost, developing a risk
management plan for 2016 and beyond,and much
more.
The workshop will begin at 9 a.m.,and conclude
at 4 p.m. Lunch will be provided by Independence
Bank.
If you would like more information or would
like to register for this event, please contact the
Calloway County Extension Service at (270)7531452. This is a free event but registration is
required.

Kentucky delegates help set ag
priorities at national convention I

Matt Chadwick is an agriculture and natural
resources agent with the Calloway County
Cooperative Extension.
Photo courtesy of the Kentucky Farm Bureau

KFB college scholarship applications available
Special to the Ledger
LOUISVILLE - The holiday
season may have just come to a
close, but Kentucky Farm
Bureau has one more gift to give
to a select number of high
school seniors across the state college scholarships.
Later this spring, the KFB
Education Foundation will
award college scholarships
ranging from $400 to $4,000 to
87 high school seniors pursuing
a four-year degree.
To be considered, students
must complete the application
available for download at
kyfb.com/scholarships
and
return the requested material to
KFB postmarked by Feb. 29.
Qualifying students will have at
least a 3.5 grade point average
(on a 4.0 scale) or a minimum

23 ACT score, be the child of a
KFB member, and finish high
school within the year in which
they apply.
KFB also offers four additional scholarships, ranging from
$1,000 to $3,000. To be considered for these college scholarships, students must meet the
varied criteria outlined for each,
complete the appropriate downloadable application available at
kyfb.com/scholarships
and
return the requested material to
KFB postmarked by April 29.
"The Foundation's goal is to
assist as many individuals as
possible in attaining their educational pursuits," said Susie
Tanner, Coordinator of KFB's
Education Foundation.
"Post-secondary education
costs continue to rise and Farm
Bureau scholarships help defray

some of the expenses associated
with obtaining a degree. There is
no better investment for the
organization than to invest in
our members and their children."
KFB's Education Foundation,
created to help Farm Bureau
members and their families
reach their goal of obtaining
post-secondary education, was
formed in 1953. During the last
62 years, the Education
Foundation
has
awarded
approximately 1,500 college
scholarships - worth more than
$2.3 million dollars - to both
traditional and non-traditional
students.
To learn more about these and
several other college scholarships offered by Kentucky Farm
Bureau, visit kyfb.corn/scholarships.•
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Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. - While
Kentucky's honey bees are clustering through the winter, beekeepers will have opportunities
to sharpen their skills in schools
throughout the Commonwealth.
"Kentucky has a rich heritage
in beekeeping, and today it's
becoming increasingly popular
as a hobby as well as a busiAgriculture
ness,"
Commissioner Ryan Quarles
said. "These schools offer valuable information from experts in
the field that will help beginners
and veteran beekeepers alike."
The full schedule is as follows:
• Eastern Kentucky Winter
Bee School, Jan. 23, 9 a.m.-4
p.m. EST, Hazard Community
and Technical College, 1
Dr.,
College
Community
Hazard, KY 41701. Featured
speaker will be Dr. Ricardo
Bessin, University of Kentucky
entomology professor and
Pest
Integrated
Kentucky
Management coordinator.
Pre-registration is $20 for
adults and $10 for students.
Registration at the door is $25
and $15, respectively. Send
checks to the Perry County
Extension Office. For more
information, contact Charles
May, Perry County Extension
agent for agriculture and natural
resources, at (606) 436-2044 or
cmay@uky.edu.
• South Central Kentucky Bee
School, Feb.6 from 8:45 a.m.-3
p.m. CST, James Bazzell
Middle School, 201 New
Gallatin Road in Scottsville.
Featured speakers will include
Phil Craft, retired Kentucky
state apiarist, and Kent
Williams, EAS master beekeeper, as well as other experienced
and accomplished beekeepers.
Classes will cover beginning
through advanced beekeeping
topics. Registration begins at
7:45 a.m. CST. Cost is $10 per
person,$15 per couple, and $25
for FFA, Girl Scouts, and other
groups. A catered barbecue
lunch will be available for purchase. Vendors will be on site.
For more information, contact
John Pace,(270) 651-6507, or
Michele Boling(270)792-9015.
m1boling446gmail.com.
• Introduction to Beekeeping.
Feb. 13, and Intermediate

Beekeeping, Feb. 14, 10 a.m.-4
p.m. EST both days, Shaker
Village of Pleasant Hill,
Harrodsburg. Fee is $45 per person for each session and
includes 20 percent off dining
voucher and complimentary
admission to the Village. A dining reservation is recommended
to assure availability.
Online registration is available
http://shakervillageky.org/event
/introduction-to-beekeeping/
a
http://shakervillageky.org/event
/intermediate-beekeeping/. For
more information, contact
Merin Roseman at (859) 7341550 or mroseman@shakervillageky.org.
• Southeastern Kentucky
Beekeeping School, Feb. 20,
McCreary Central High School,
Steams. Pre-registration is $15:
registration at the door is $20.
Registration includes refreshments and lunch. For more
information, contact Greg
Whitis, McCreary County
Extension agent for agriculture
and natural resources, at (606)
376-2524 or gwhitis@uky.edu.
• Northeastern Kentucky Bee
School, Feb. 27, registration 78:30 a.m. EST, school 8:30
a.m.-3:30 p.m., Maysville
Community and Technical
College, 1755 U.S. Hwy. 68,
Maysville.
Featured speaker will be Dr.
John Strang, University of
Kentucky horticulture professor.
Pre-registration is $20; registration at the door is $25.
Registration for children is
$7.50. Fee includes lunch and
refreshments. For more information, contact Bobby Fore,
ATTN: Beekeeping School,
Road,
Stevens
1338
Owingsville, KY 40360. Make
checks payable to the Licking
River Beekeepers Association.
Beekeeping
• Audubon

School, March 5, registration 8
a.m. CST,classes 9 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Henderson Extension Expo
Center. This school will offer
beginner to advanced classes
and classes on adding value
beyond the hive - honey cooking, soap making, and candle
making. Registration is $15 for
adults ($20 at the door) and $5
for children 12 and under. For
more information, contact Larry
Stone at (270) 339-7245 or Jan
Powell at (270) 860-2942.
Beekeepers
• Bluegrass
School, March 12, 8 a.m.-3:30
p.m. EST, Bradford Hall,
Kentucky State University,
Friendly
Frankfort. "Bee
Frankfort" events will precede
the school, and the 20t6
American Honey Princess will
be a guest. The welcoming
address will be presented by Dr.
Subba PAIL University of
speaking
on
Kentucky,
RNA
"Development
of
Interference as a Bee-safe Pest
Control Method." For more
information on the Bluegrass
Beekeepers School, contact Phil
Clark at pdc3393@twc.com.
• Kentucky State Beekeepers
Association Spring Meet, April
9, 9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. EDT,
Oldham County Extension
Office, 1815 North Highway
393, La Grange, KY 40031
Featured speaker Dr. Claire
Rittschoff will talk about the
links between aggression and
honey bee health.
In addition to the beekeeping
schools, the first public forum
for the Kentucky Pollinator
Protection Plan will be Jan. 20
at 7 p.m. EST at the Little
Theater in Bradford Hall.
Kentucky State University in
Frankfort.
Kentucky will host the
Heartland Apiculture Society at
Western Kentucky University
July 14-16. MI

Members of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Executive Committee - KFB President Mark Haney
(left), KFB First Vice President Eddie Melton (center) and KFB Second Vice President Fritz
Giesecke (right)- prepare to vote on the American Farm Bureau Federation's 2016 policies
and priorities during the 97th AFBF annual convention in Orlando, Fla.
Special to the Ledger
ORLANDO - Voting delegates from Kentucky and other
Farm Bureaus around the country are weighing in on the
nation's top agricultural issues
and identifying priority topics
for 2016 as the American Farm
Bureau Federation's 97th annual convention comes to a close
in Orlando.
Kentucky Farm Bureau's 24
voting delegates represented
Bluegrass State farmers as the
AFBF 2016 national ag policies
were adopted today. Kentucky's
national priority issues, developed at its own annual meeting
last month, included federal
crop insurance programs being
maintained at current levels;
opposition to the Environmental
Protection Agency exceeding
legislative authority in the
implementation of the Clean
Water Act and Clean Air Act
programs; support of the
Natural Resources Conservation
Service providing technical
assistance for the development
of additional water resources for
irrigation and livestock use; and
support reform of the H-2A program to streamline the process
making it more reliable, economical and simple for farmers
to participate.
"Setting policy is the number
one priority at the AFBF annual
convention each year," said
KFB President Mark Haney, of
Pulaski County, who heads the
delegation from Kentucky.
"Through policy development
sessions, we have the opportunity to shape and influence how
agriculture will be viewed in
Washington, D.C. in 2016. It is
crucial for Kentucky's farming
interests to be well-represented
in those discussions, and
extremely satisfying to return
home knowing we have accomplished that goal."
KFB's volunteer leaders will
also take their list of national
priority issues to Washington.
D.C., later next month for oneon-one meetings with each of

Kentucky's congressmen and
both senators.
AFBF
Bob
President
Stallman, speaking at his final
annual convention as head of
the organization, urged members to share their stories with
the world, on social media and
elsewhere.
"You know, we farmers used
to complain that no one paid any
attention to what we did—that
people thought their food just
came from the grocery store —
and that we in agriculture didn't
have enough ways to get our
message heard," he said. "Well,
people are sure paying attention
to farming and food production
now! And in this age of social
media, we no longer have to
depend on others to tell our
story for us. We have unlimited
opportunities to engage — oneon-one or with thousands of followers—and have real conversations about agriculture."
With Stallman's departure,
delegates selected a new president and vice president to lead
AFBF. Vincent "Zippy" Duvall,
a poultry, cattle and hay producer from Greene County, Georgia
was elected to a two-year term.
He previously served as president of the Georgia Farm
Bureau for nine years. Scott
VanderWal, a third-generation
family farmer from Volga,
South Dakota will serve as vice
president. He has served as president of the South Dakota Farm
Bureau since 2004.
"Mr. Duvall and I have been
friends for many years and I feel
confident he will make an outstanding leader for AFBF in
guiding our organization's support of national agricultural
issues," said Haney. "He will
also be in tune to what the issues
are at home, something that is
very important to Kentucky
agriculture."
In addition to the state's voting delegates who participated
in leadership elections and
helped establish AFBF's 2016
national priority issues, nearly
4.00 KFB members traveled to

eMURRAY
Hutson School
of Agriculture

Orlando to participate in a variety of industry-based seminars
and support Kentucky's representatives competing for national recognition in a variety of
contests. Altogether, more than
6,000 Farm Bureau members
from across the country attended the AFBF annual convention.
Highlights from the Kentucky
delegation include:
• Scott and Shea Lowe were
Kentucky's representatives in
the Young Farmer & Rancher
Achievement Award competition. The Lowe's were top 10
finishers.
• Cameron Edwards of
Webster County represented
Kentucky in the 'Young Farmer
& Rancher Excellence in
Agriculture contest.
• Randy Adams of Anderson
County represented the state in
the Young Farmer & Rancher
Discussion Meet.
KFB was honored with an
array of honors during the convention including six Awards of
Excellence for demonstrating
outstanding achievements in
meeting its members' needs in
each of the following categories: Education and Outreach;'
Leadership
Development:
Member Services; Membership .
Initiatives; Policy Development
and Implementation; and Public
Relations and Communications.
KFB was also honored with
the 2016 American Farm
Bureau New Horizon Award for
its efforts in getting a federal
statewide depredation permit
allowing farmers to take black
vultures that were attacking onfarm livestock.
Additionally, the organization
received a President's Award foe:
and
Development
Policy
Implementation. presented to!
states for each membershipsized group that achieved quota;
and demonstrated superiority int
the Awards for Excellence categories.
For more information regarding the AFBF annual convention
in Orlando, visit www.annualconventionlb.org.•

AND
Soybean Board

Presents the 12th Annual

SOYBEAN PROMOTION DAY
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 2016

Murray State University • CFSB Center• Murray Room
Registration 3:00-3:45 pm •Sponsored Dinner 6:30 pm

Seminars and Discussion Begin at 3:45 pm
Featured Speakers:

Serving Calloway County
\ Farmers Since 1919

el;

Please RSVP by Januar y 14 to (270)809-3556 or msusoypromoday gmail.com
Free Admission • Reservations Required

Murray]
4• Monday,January 18,2016
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Horoscope

Food pantry open Tuesday

by Jacqueline Bigar
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tlassday, Jan. 19, 2016:
This year you will be far more
charming than you have been in
many years. In fact, people who
disliked you will decide that they
were wrong. Truth be told, you
have changed over the years.
You are more playful with a better sense of humor. If you are
single, your innate mischievousness emerges, making you an
incredibly fun person to be
around. Romance remains a
high priority for you. If you are
attached, you'll find that your
relationship with your sweetie
heats up significantly. You are in
an unusually sensual and loving
period together. GEMINI talks
too much for your liking.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You rarely are at a loss
for words, but today offers a situation that could leave you
speechless. You'll see the implications of what is happening,
while the other party involved
might not. Communicate your
thoughts in a way that can be
heard. Tonight: Meet up with a
pal.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** You might be juggling your
finances with care, yet you still
might see them fall apart right
before your very eyes. Don't
worry -- an element of serendipity is running through your day
that will come through your
friends. Tonight: Avoid prejudging, and watch what happens.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Take a walk behind the
scenes and make a decision if
you want more from a certain
aspect of your life. Don't hesitate
to zero in on that. Your ingenuity
emerges again as your strong
suit. You have the ability to work
around problems that few people have. Tonight: As you like it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might be taken,aback
by everything that is going on
around you. As a result, if you
are feeling overwhelmed by situations and uproar, you will find
that you go into your own world.

HAPPENING'S
By Annita Peeler

We had a nice service with
Bro. Stahler from First United
Methodist Church on Monday.
We appreciate Oneida White
for coming with him to play
the piano along with Kristen
Schwartz to sing and Linda
Short to round out his team.
They are so dedicated to coming every month since many of
us can't physically go to church.
We had an interesting seminar this week about Medicare.
West Kentucky Allied Services
"SMP" keeps us filled in of any
new changes in Medicare.
We went bowling this week.
Actually, we bowled right in
our activity room. Good thing
we were on our property with
all the hollering, and laughing
we did. I always thought bowling was difficult but apparently the Hickory Woods kind of
bowling is more fun than difficult.
We enjoyed a movie this week
in our living room. Winter is
such a good time to stay in and
watch a good movie and it's
even better when it's raining
outside and we are sitting in
front of the fireplace.
On Wednesday we had lunch
in our apartments while the
carpets were being cleaned. We
like eating in from time to time
so we can sit hack and watch
the news or read our newspaper.
Jenise just finished ordering
all kinds of new games, painting, balls and other fun things
for us. It was like when we used
to get the Sears-Roebuck catalog and picked items from each
page that we wanted. The Garden's folks have a new fishing
game coming that I think they
will really like. We always look
forward to getting new stuff
even though we have cabinets
full of all kinds of fun stuff.
Our birthday folks this week
are Joe Belcher, Anne Doran
and employee Debbie Hargrove. We wish all of you a very
Happy Birthday!
thlaback • Noway,KY
?Mee(2701 7904710

Reflect, but don't put off certain
responsibilities or actions.
Tonight: Get some extra R and
R.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Stay in touch with what
the majority want as well as
what you want. it is possible that
a conflict exists, but it is resolvable. Focus on success and
mutuality. Honestly assess a
personal matter, not only from
your perspective, but also from
the other parties. Tonight: All
smiles.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Be aware of the big picture, especially if your thoughts
and consequential decisions
could impair others and not just
you. A partner might be challenging, but at the same time, he
or she helps you see past a certain level of thought or understanding. Tonight: A must
appearance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Someone from a distance has an enormous effect
on your decisions and actions.
When this person plays devil's
advocate, you open up to many
Photo provided
new possibilities. Confusion surrounds a health or diet issue, Pictured, from left, are Roger Reichmuth and Larry Elkins disthough you might not realize it at cussing the design for the Rotary Club Amphitheater
first. Tonight: Be entertained.
Performing Arts Pavilion.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** One-on-one relating
opens doors and allows you to
see your world differently.
Sometimes you tend to impose
your values on others. It would
be best to refrain from making
judgments. Allow the whole
story to emerge. Tonight: Be
with a favorite person.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** You could decide to let
others run with the ball, as it will
give you more time for what you
want. A tendency to be excessive might emerge later in the Special to the Ledger
Cal lo%v ay. County Judge Executive Larry Elkins has announced an
afternoon. Be aware of the ramifications. You're quite capable
appropriation from the County to support the Rotary Club
of self-deception. Tonight: Go
Amphitheater Performing Arts Pavilion Project.
along with a suggestion.
"The design of the structure chosen is beautiful and I believe it
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
will become a very popular site for many concerts, ceremonies and
**** Your determination
marks your actions and
events for mans yeais to come. We are pleased to support the
thoughts. Whatever you need to
Amphitheater Project with an appropriation from the County,'
get done, whether it is for you or
Elkins
stated.
for others, will be high on your
Roger Reichmuth. Rotary Amphitheater campaign chairman said.
agenda. You will not take kindly
to distraction, or anything else "This month and next we are asking every citizen of Murray and
for that matter. Tonight: Better a Calloway County to invest some amount in this campaign. Be
late dinner than no dinner.
among those who will proudly state that they were a part of this
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
project."
***** You express a playfulDonations may be sent to Rotary Club of Murray. P.O. Box 411,
ness and creativity that others
often don't know how to respond
Murray, KY 42071 and should be designated for "Murray-Calloway
to. Recognize that on some level Counts Parks/Amphitheater."
you bypass others with this
For questions or more information. call 270-293-8742.
combo, which creates a communication gap. You might need to
explain yourself. Tonight: You
can't be restrained.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might feel pressured
to perform at a higher level.
Though the pressure might not
feel comfortable to you, the
results might justify moving in
this direction, especially if it
involves your personal life. You
can only gain. Tonight: Make
Special to the Ledger
away's, a free 10-minute chair
dinner fun and memorable.
The public is invited to learn massage and free health screenBORN TODAY
about good wellness habits and ings for body mass index, waist
Singer/songwriter Dolly Parton
receive free health screenings circumference and hemoglobin
(1946), poet Edgar Allan Poe
during a New Year Open House A IC blood draw (three month
(1809), singer Janis Joplin
at the Center for Health and average blood sugar, no fasting
(1943)
Wellness on Saturday. Jan. 23 required).
•••
from 8-10 a.m.
Calloway
The
County
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
The Wellness Center is kick- Wellness Consortium's Obesity
Internet at www.jacquellnebiing off the first community cam- Workgroup has a five-year
gar.com.
paign of the C'alloway County strategic plan titled "Lighten Up
(c) 2016 by King Features Wellness Consortium." Rethink Calloway". The "Rethink Your
Syndicate Inc.
Your Drink," with free give- Drink" campaign challenges
individuals to decrease liquid
sugar consumption over a threeweek period.
Guided tours of the facility
will include the fitness floor
(treadmills, elliptical crosstrainers, stationary
bikes,
PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL
strength equipment and free
Invisible-In-The-Canal
weights), gymnasium, five-lane
swimming pool and locker
rooms. In addition, guests may
work out free of charge this day
and the regular joining fee for
the Center will be waived with a
six-month contract.
For more information, call
270-762-1348. II

Calloway County
supports Rotary
Amphitheater
Pavilion Project

Open House to be held
at MCCH Center for
Health and Wellness

HEARING AID SALE!
CUSTOM FITTED

CALL TODAY
270-753-8055
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CCPL to close Monday
Datebook

The Calloway County Public Library will be
closed Monday,Jan. 18 in observance of Martin
Luther King Jr. Day.

Martha
Warming Center open
Finney Andrus,
The Murray-Calloway County Warming
Community
Center is open through Feb. 28. Individuals and
editor
families are welcome but no pets. For information regarding overnight needs, call 270-753-6908 Monday —
Friday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For those
needing overnight shelter, please arrive at the St. John Episcopal
facility before 9 p.m. unless prior arrangements have been made.
For emergency assistance after 9 p.m., contact the local police
department. For those needing a warm place to stay during the day
between the hours of 11 a.m. and 6 p.m., contact Murray Family
Church at 270-759-0800.

Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and
assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits at the
Mayfield VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Road, Mayfield on Tuesday,Jan.
19; Wed., Jan. 20 and Thursday, Jan. 21 from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. Walk-ins
will be scheduled an appointment. To make an appointment or for
questions, contact Ronald McClure at ronald.mcclure@ky.gov or
call 270-247-2455, extension 73905.
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MWC Music Dept. meeting Tuesday
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Jan. 19 at 7 p.m. at the clubhouse. The program will be
presented by Donnie Hendrix, organist of First Christian Church.
Hostesses are Judy Hill, Sondra Rice and Jessica Beckham.

Sharon Wells Group to meet
Sharon Wells Mission Group of First Baptist Church will meet
Tuesday. Jan. 19 at 10 a.m. in room 223 of First Baptist Church.
Norma Wallis is in charge of the program. Guests are welcome. For
more information, contact Linda Clark at 270-753-1059.

AARP Safe Driving class offered
An AARP Safe Driving class will be offered Wednesday, Feb. 3
from 8 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Learn proven safety
strategies to maintain confidence behind the wheel. Seniors,age 50plus, who take the class are eligible for a discount on their auto
insurance premium for up to three years. Kentucky insurance must
offer a discount to all who complete the class. Pre-registrationis
required as the class size is limited. AARP members may register at
a dicounted rate. For more information on cost and age requirements and to register, call 270-762-1348 or come to the front desk
of the Center for Health and Wellness.

MCCH to host nutrition program
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Wellness Works will host
"Nutrition Talk: Rethink Your Drink" on Friday, Jan. 22 from 99:30 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 19 from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information, call Janet West at 270-435-4467.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hangups. Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at
Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call
270-753-6695.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held Wednesday, Jan. 20, at 6:15 p.m.
(note change of time for this week) at the American Legion Hall.
Class fee is $5. For more information, call Donna at 731-445-0080
or show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.
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Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storytime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event includes music interaction, snacks and crafts plus a
coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270-7536712 for more information.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims
at 310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary and all are
served on a first-come basis. For more information,call Kennedy at
270-752-3333.
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'Fymeless Hearts seeking vendors
Tymeless Hearts is searching for vendors and groups, etc. to set
up booths at its annual carnival on Aug. 27. They are offering early
bird discounts to vendors who sign up early. Email tymelesshearts@live.com or send message on Facebook. Be sure to include
information about your booth and if you need electricity. Volunteers
are needed for the carnival also. The carnival raises money and
awareness for babies with congenital heart defects.
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looking for financing options?
SPECIAL FINANCING AVAILABLE*
.sofftto aeAt wont Ask be delis

Russell Chapel United Methodist Church,
229 Rowlett Trail, will host its food pantry on
Tuesday. Jan. 19,from 2-5 p.m. For more information, call 270-436-5820 or 270-436-5737.

STONE-LANG CO.

HEARING REHABILITATION
210 II 12th St.• Murray • 14004494728

"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

Comm unily, DOPS4 Dead-fines
Wedding, engagement and anniversary forms are available on our website and run for a
charge of $25 per announcement. Please include an email addresses to receive a proof copy.
Births run anytime for a charge of $25 with a picture. Please include an email addresses to
receive a proof copy.
The deadline for datebook items is 9 a.m, the day before an item needs to run (for Monday,
the deadline is Friday by 10 a.m.). There is no charge for datebook items or church events.

Deadlines for worship bulletins and stories are Wednesday by 5 p.m.
All submissions must include a name and telephone number
or email address for questions.
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OBITUARIES
Shannon Harris
Shannon Hams, 47, ot Madisonville, Kentucky, died
Sunday,
Jan. 10, 2016 at Deaconess Gateway Hospital in
Newburg,
Indiana.
He was born March 20, 1968 in Madisonville,
Kentucky.
He was a contractor for residential and commercial building.
Mr. Harris is survived by one son, Dalton Harris of Murray; his
parents, Stanley Dale Harris and Hazel Elkins Harris of
Madisonville; a sister, Sheyanne Harris of Madisonville; two
brothers, Stanley Harris and wife Crystal of Frankfort and Shad
Harris of Madisonville.
A memorial service was held at 6 p.m., Sunday. Jan. 17, 2016 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation was from 4-6 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 17, 2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Braxton "Brad" Hicks
Braxton "Brad" Hicks,76,of Murray,Kentucky,died Saturday,
Jan. 16, 2016 at his home.
He was born Sept. 19, 1939 in Fort Payne,Alabama,to Breton
and Gladis Lawson Hicks who preceded him in death.
He was a retired welder and was of Baptist faith.
Mr. Hicks is survived by his wife, Tammy Hicks of Murray,
whom he married Sept. 23, 2012 in Murray and two stepdaughters, Tiffany Elkins and Abagale Elkins, both of Murray.
Graveside services were at 10 a.m., Sunday, Jan. 17, 2016 at
the Hicks Cemetery with Dwaine Baker officiating. Burial followed. No public visitation was held.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillftmeralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.

Joanne L Honefanger
Joanne L. Honefanger 89, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday,
Jan. 15, 2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Yancey Watkins
Yancey Watkins, 81, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, Jan. 15,
2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Mallon Wilson
Manon Wilson,93,of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday,Jan. 17,
2016 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home..111

Indiana's worst bird flue outbreak
doesn't include additional cases
HUNTINGBURG, Ind. (AP) — No additional turkey farms in a
southern Indiana county have tested positive for bird flu since an outbreak at 10 farms, where nearly 250,000 turkeys will be killed as a
result, authorities said Sunday.
That 100 farms tested over 24 hours came back negative was a sign
control measures appear to be working, said Denise Derrer, spokeswoman for the Indiana State Board of Animal Health. .
She called the current bird flu outbreak one of the worst to ever strike
Indiana, adding it could take several weeks before it is known for sure
that it has been contained. The infections were reported Friday and
Saturday.
All 60,000 turkeys at the first farm where the bird flu was detected
have been euthanized. Not all the 250,000 had yet been killed, said
Derrer, though she didn't have specific figures.
Most of the additional tests were done within about a six-mile radius
of the infected farms. But some producers tested farms outside that
radius — a few even in Illinois near the Indiana border, Dena' said.
They want to make sure it is not being spread," she said.
Derrer said Thursday morning that laboratories determined the strain
of all ten infected farms in Dubois County was H7N8 — though she
said later that additional tests were being done on one of those farms.
Confirmation of new bird flu cases alarmed industry officials after
the spread of the H5N2 virus last year. That outbreak led to the deaths
of about 48 million turkeys and chickens.
The H7N8 virus has not yet been found in wild birds,suggesting that
the virus could have developed in wild birds that spent the winter in
southern Indiana, USDA spokeswoman Andrea McNally said Friday.
While the H7N8 strain is highly contagious for birds,the USDA said
no human infections from the viral strain have been detected.
Indiana's poultry industry brings in $25 billion a year. Derrer said.
Dubois County is Indiana's top poultry producer with 1.4 million
turkeys, she said. II
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Lois Keller, 82,of Murray died Saturday, Jan. 16, 2016 at her
home
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, downtown Murray.
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Ledger & Times photos
ABOVE: Mike Wilhite of
Morristown tears down the
track in his 7,000-pound
tractor Blue Blazes on an
attempt in this weekend's
37th annual Outlaw
Invitational Truck & Tractor
Pull at the Cherry Exposition
Center on the Murray State
University campus.
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devices were reported to
burst into flames — especially
while being charged — resulting in a metal fire that can burn
with intense heat.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday in the Calloway District Courtroom of the Calloway
County Judicial Building, 312 N. Fourth St. Agenda items will
include: Treasurer's report; pdate on Calloway County Solid
Waste Committee; declaration of surplus property; board
appointments; report on Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation; staff/official reports.
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other campuses have also
banned these devices.
The Department of Public
Safety may be contacted with
questions related to this ban.
Public Safety is located at the
corner of Chestnut and 16th
Streets or can be reached by
calling 270-809-2222.•

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

RIGHT: A young boy sees
up close just large the vehicles are as he stands
beside two of the modified
4x4 trucks - Big Bird and
Bad Addiction - prior to the
start of the action for one of
the sessions this weekend
at the Cherry Expo Center.
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$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
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$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Kaci Tinsley
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& Times
Classified Clerk

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
!.• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927
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MURRAY Calloway County Need Une, INC has a
part time/ temporary job opening, This will include
assisting with warehouse duties and working with
volunteers. Applications and job requirements are
avaiable at the Need
Line office located at 509 North 8th Street, Murray
from 10AM until 4PM Monday through Friday.
Applications will be accepted until Wednesday
January 20th at 2PM.
020

020
Notice

Invitation to Bid
Outdoor Walk-in Cooler/Freezer
The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Outdoor Walk-in
Cooler/Freezer for the Calloway County Food
Service Department.
Bids will be accepted until 10:00 a.m.,
Monday, February 01, 2016. Specifications are
on file at the Board Office at 2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, Ky 42071.
Any interested bidder may obtain copies at that
location. Further information may be obtained by
calling Pat Lane at 270-762-7400.
The Calloway County Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any/or all bids and waive any
minor irregularities in bidding.
USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.
060
Hap Wanted

NOW HIRING
REGIONAL/OTR
OPPORTUN MES
BASED OUT OF
MURRAY, KY AREA
MORE HOME TIME
INCLUDING WEEKENDS
Call now before position is filled.
1800-737-9997 EXT. 215
or apply online at
www.gregorylogistics.com
BOOKKEEPER
Needed
Knowledge of
accounts receivable,
payable, and financial
reports
Knowledge of
Peachtree helpful,
payroll and quart(
reports.
All forms of accounting.
Send Resume to:
PO Box 1386
Murray, KY 42071
CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
w/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.
TYPE A CDL agricultural driver needed. Must
be willing to work long
hours and weekends if
needed. Drug screen
Background
and
check. 270-492-8702.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
welvalle at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
hstinp will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
vAtbsite. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have my
questions reprding
the Murray area
job lisdep. Thank you.

Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

Cash paid for
good, used guns

280
WOO.HMOs For Rant

360
Storage Rentals

14X70.
3BR,
2BA.Front and back
deck with nice yard.
270-492-8526

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR Apt, close to campus, No pets. $310
plus security deposit.
270-556-7928
2BR 1.5BA, no pets.
plus
550
month,
904A
deposit.
Southwood Dr. 270293-5423
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070
2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished.
$700/month. 104 Park
St.270-753-2225.
2BR, 2BA duplex,
$600/mo. +1 month
security deposit, no
pets please. Call or
293-8566 anytime.

Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Calloway

1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Drive
TDD 1-808-545-1833 eat 233
77so mousmort a art equa
j
l
tar appornmay proymkr
mod employer

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner or 121 5. & Glendale.
lOX10's & 10x 15.'s
(270)436-2524

Retail or Office
Space
109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

Obedience.
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
English or French
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915

19

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

14. 15. 16 inch

Call 753-5606

530
Services Offered

-Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
HOLLAND
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
MOTOR SALES
(270)226-0194
We Finance
Service on all
hollandniotoi sales cum
major brands
270-753-4461

Services Offered

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING

LEAF REMOVAL

Licensed & Insured
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Real Estate

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

Al] real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

gntIrd:fee1;
181 eabcrveurterg:re
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milani,(703)648-1000.

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carNo
pets.
Port
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Lamb Tree Pro
•Trimming / Tree
Removal
*Licensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)
Credit Cards Accepted

cos Meal

GARLAND
RENTAL%
if you've got It, we eat+ store 1t

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 2417 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

•Handyirsan Service's
•Yard Wait
'Pressure Washing
•Gutter Cleaning
Gary 270-227-0420

270-753-2905

KENIMMLAKE
ElEMSNIELItiGSOM
All Aspects of
Remodeling

Shipilt:s Hand Naiied

Industrial/Commercial/Restilential

•Horne /firrovements
*Seth 4 Kitchen

James C. Callimore

Drywall Painting
111e, Floonng Decks
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BABY

FEEL 6

270.436-5959

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise your...
SMALL BUSINESS
OR
HOME FOR SALE

%MI

I
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
e Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whitnell Ave.

270-753-1916

REMEMBE
MARRIED,
WAS MA
!

1x1 $75 per month

3-385

1x1.5 $85 per month

270-293-3248
MOM

Today

•frub..red •Sr Discount
•Free Estimates
Mlember OfAngmes List
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WWW.GECNIURRAY.COM

ON BEAc

GARY

Licensed &
Insured

Thank you for your business!

Hill Electric

David 270-227-1106

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

W.DICK
ELECTRIC

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner !

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Zach 270-873-7700

Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agricultural

i
I

Swims Offered

Over 28 Years
Experience
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Residential & Commercial

Call NICK!PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

USED TIRES

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2x2 $300 per month

MUM)
TV

[
Eilllan Property
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved
270-293$439,900
4602

LARGE home/farm to
sale. 97 acres, can be
divided. Call for more
info. 270-559-2032

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Loceted at Key Auto Parts

5310.. 820.00
10330360.00
101,
24350.00
10x12322.50

8 DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insur€1
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

I \ I

Ii It

R111

10320345.00
10310..530.00
10x15..$35.00
De sit R uired

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only

Call 270-7534916

$300!

I'll be glad to help

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
•Firewood
*Insured

SUDOKU

• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/opetated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HOUSEKEEPING
Services available,
Home or Office.
Honest and Reliable.
References available
Call 731-336-2255.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

Concept:3 SudoKts

Difficu ty Level *

DUST!

YOU KM
AL1VAY5 1
I WAVE

Ask for NA!

GARFI

By Dave Green

8
3
87 24
51
, r
2
8
6
_4
37
1
9
8
32 81
7_
2
1
6

2x3 $350 per month

Sudoku a a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers. -ri-r object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so*.atmch row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

*Stump Grinding

HAI I'S WAS I I
MANAGEMENT

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

/

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

(270)489-2839

---- •1850 State Route 121 South •-Murray, Ky 42071
270.753.5562

(270)7531713

U

Auto Parts

Public Sale

Farms For Sse

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPI IAME ES
WARD El KIN%

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

480

Starting at S20
mounted

Twenty

BUY/NG, BUY/NG, BUYING Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray .

Riverfield Estates

410

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211

WANTING to buy old
letters and stamp collections. Call between
5-9PM. 270-489-2205

Sports
WATER
Equipment.
Large inflatable tow raft
and rope (new), New
wakeboard and boots.
Pair of skis, aid mirror,
2 skl ropes, 4 life jackets (em, med. L, XXL).
Entire lot $300. 270753-2804.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

270-753-8964
380
Pots& Supplies

H & H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods

460
Homes For Sale

1
Answer to previous puzzle

9
43
6
34
5

2 1 5 6 8 7 3 9 4
2 3 1 6 7 5
7 3 6 9 4,5 1 8 2
6 5 2 79 4 8 1 3
_ 4.7_ 1 _ 8 6.3 2 5 9
8 9 3 5 1_2 7 46
5 4_8 3 7,1_6 9 2 1
1 6 9 4 2181-5-111731211 7-1-5 9 416-8
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Ten years ago
Pictured is Murray High School's
crowned
newly
Homecotning
Queen Ellen Hayman being flocked
by other members of the court which
includes Leanne Hewlett,Linda
Dinh, Whitney Sears, Erin Richerson, Christina Dunn and Mallory
Cunningham. Escorts pictured are
Casey Parker-Bell,Todd Buck, Wes
Alexander, Hugh Rollins, Blake
McCuiston, Terrence Miles and
R.V. Oliver.
Calloway County Fiscal Court
has approved a $3 million road
bond proposal for the construction
of roadways leading to a planned
I 200-acre Western Shores subdivision located along Kentucky Lake
in northeast Calloway County.
Woodmen of the World Lodge
827 recently presented an outdoor
American flag to the Murray Middle School. Making the presentation
on behalf of the lodge was member
Colleen Anderson with Guidance
Counselor Leisa Faughn and Assistant Principal Christina Bowman receiving the flag for the school.
Twenty years ago
Team members of the Calloway
County Little League Basketball 4th
and 5th grade champions are pictured and include Deanice Prescott,
Katheryn Stalls, Felisha Prescott,
Becca Cripps, Whitni Bast, Kelly
Arnold, Brittany Lamb and coach
Stalls.
Pictured is dance director David
Montgomery and Katye Olson as
they step through a jive during the
International Dance held at First
Presbyterian Church.
A survey of Murray police officers conducted last week by the
Ledger shows that areas of HWY
641 are the most dangerous places
to drive in the City of Murray. The
majority put the area of 12th Street
in front of the Central Center at the
top of their list.
Pictured is Callie Elizabeth
Dowdy on her eighth birthday with
the only gift she requested - her very
own library card. She is the daughter of Dr. Craig and Lynn Hewitt
Dowdy.
Thirty years ago
Carolyn Adams, outgoing parks

Couple's excessive drinking
strains longtime friendship

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
It will be interesting to see if you
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm hard uncles the skin include a tiny microI have been friends with another still enjoy their company when they of hearing and want to learn more phone to capture sound waves and
couple, "Bill" and "Emily," for 20 are sober, and vice versa. If they about cochlear implants. Are they a convert them into electrical signals.
years. We usually have dinner to- take offense and decide to social- type of bearing aid?
Those electrical signals get transgether once every four to six weeks. ize with you less often, don't take it
DEAR READER: A cochlear mitted to the wires that lead into,
In the past, everyone enjoyed a personally. Realize that alcohol now implant involves several small elecand stimidate, the cochlea. The cococktail or a rules their lives.
tronic devices
chits then sends signals to the brain
glass of wine
I do not think you should try to
that are surgialong the main bearing nerve.
with dinner perform an "intervention" because it
cally implantIn other words, a cochlear imand nobody doesn't appear you are close enough
ed in the ear.
overdid
it. to them to do it with much success.
It can provide plant bypasses the sick parts of the
111011100
But over the
sound to peo- normal hearing apparatus: the earlast year or
DEAR ABBY: I was married for
ple who are drum, the little bones, and the fluso, it is clear 27 years before my divorce. The
severely hard id that moves the tiny hairs inside
that they have ending of my marriage was both
of
hearing the cochlea. And it uses the healthy
started drink- painful and unexpected. I was in
or deaf. It is hearing nerve to transmit signals
ing
earlier therapy throughout the divorce and
not a type of from the cochlea to the brain.(I've
in the day, for some time after.
Dear Abby
Dr.Komaroff hearing aid. put an illustration of this on my
before
we
Later I moved to another state so
In fact, to be website,AskDoctorK.com.)
by
by
arrive. They I would no longer have to risk runeligible for
A person must learn how to inAbigail
each consume ning into him. But just when I think
Dr. Anthony a cochlear
terpret
sounds through the implant.
multiple
I
have
moved on,something is said
implant,
a
Van Buren
Komaroff
drinks while or something happens that brings
person must Learning to use a cochlear implant
my wife and my pain and anger back to the surhave hearing is hard work and can take months
I are still on our first. Emily often face.
loss in both ears that is so extreme or years. Restoring hearing with a
is noticeably drunk within the first
I heard once that when one is in that even the best hearing aid has cochlear implant may help prevent
hour and excuses herself to go to a serious relationship, that it can little or no effect.
several complications of living
bed while Bill continues drinking. take twice as long to get over it. Is
To explain a cochlear implant, without hearing, which include deOften dinner plans at their house or this the same for a marriage? Can I first need to explain how the ear pression and slowed thinking.
at a nearby restaurant must be can- I expect it to take 2 times 27 years works. Sound waves travel into the
What led to the development of
celed because of this behavior.
before I am finally over my ex and ear canal. (When you get wax in this miraculous new technology?
When they visit our home, Emily my divorce? -- UNEXPECTED DI- your ear, it's in the ear canal.) The Research, by many
people. In parhelps herself to several glasses of VORCE
sound waves then hit a thin mem- ticular,
someone had to discover
wine before dinner and then passes
DEAR U D.:There is no set time- brane called the eardrum,causing it
how the cochlea works; that disout in our guest room,while Bill sits table for "getting over" a divorce. to vibrate.
covery
was honored with the Nobel
on the couch rambling on and we Much depends on the reasons for it.
Behind the eardrum are several
speed up the cooking to get food on Some people hang onto their pain tiny bones. They begin to vibrate, Prize. Someone had to discover how
the table. When dinner is finished, and anger for the rest of their lives. and send the vibrations to a snail- to electrically stimulate the cochlea,
we suggest it's time to call it a night. Others grow beyond the experience shaped organ deep inside the ear: and how the cochlea sends signals
Our get-togethers are now over in and are able to move on. They cul- the cochlea (pronounced COKE- to the brain that it can understand.
less than two hours.
tivate new friends and interests, and lee-ah). The vibrations then create Finally, scientists had to invent
How do we tell these other- sometimes find a romance to replace waves in fluid that is inside the co- miniaturized electronics that the cowise nice friends that they drink the one that was lost. I predict you chlea. Those fluid waves move tiny chlear implant uses,and the surgical
too much? -- UNWILLING BAR- will move beyond your pain and an- little hairs. When moved, the hairs techniques to place the electronics
TENDER IN ARIZONA
ger when you are ready for another send signals to the brain, along the inside the body.
DEAR BARTENDER:The next relationship.
main hearing nerve, the auditory
In short, it was research that has
••••••
time Bill and Emily come to your
nerve. The brain interprets those given the gift of hearing to thouhome for dinner, make sure your
DEAR READERS: In the words signals -- and we hear.
sands of people who had lost it, or
liquor is locked up and don't serve of Martin Luther King Jr., whose
Cochlear implant surgery bypassany. If you are asked about the omis- birthday we remember today: "To es most of this whole complicated never had it.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
sion, you and your wife should tell retaliate in kind would do nothing process. It involves a small device
them that YOU have decided to "cut but intensify the existence of hate in worn above the ear, another device and professor at Harvard Mediback" on your alcohol consumption the universe. Along the way of life, surgically implanted under the skin cal School. To send questions, go
because it will enable you to enjoy someone must have sense enough, above the ear, and tiny wires that are to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
their company more. (I wish you and morality enough, to cut off the surgically placed into the cochlea.
could videotape their reaction.)
chain of hate."
The devices above the ear and Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

ending the First World War, opened
in Versailles velu--SY'), France.
In 1943, during World War II,
Jewish insurgents in the Warsaw
Ghetto launched their initial armed
resistance against Nazi troops, who
eventually succeeded in crushing
the rebellion. A U.S.- ban on the sale
of pre-sliced
. In 1957, a trio of B-52's completed the first non-stop, round-theworld flight by jet planes,landing at
March Air Force Base in California
after more than 45 hours aloft.
In 1967, Albert DeSalvo, who

claimed to be the "Boston Strangler." was convicted in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, of armed robbery,
assault and sex offenses.(Sentenced
to life, DeSalvo was kille
In 1970,David Oman McKay,the
ninth president of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, died
at the age of 96.
In 1993, the Martin Luther King
Jr. holiday was observed'in all 50
states for the first time.
In 1996,Lisa Marie Presley-Jackson filed for divorce from Michael
Jackson..

Today In History

Hints From Nololso

Today is Monday, Jan. 18, the
18th day of 2016. There are 348
days left in the year. This is the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 18, 1911,the first landing
of an aircraft on a ship took place
as pilot Eugene B. Ely brought his
Curtiss biplane in for a safe landing
on trflkdeciL.Rf the artnoced.dttls_
USS PeriSsylvknia in SairfririleItto
Harbor.
On this date:
In 1919, the Paris Peace Conference,held to negotiate peace treaties

BABY BLUES
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REMEMBER WHEN WE WERE FIRST
MARRIED, ALL WE COULD AFFORD
WAS MACARONI AND CHEESE?

RI

I REALLY
GOT TIRED
OF THAT
STUFF

BUT
YOU LOVE
MACARONI
AND CHEESE!

nth
•i•

mth

916

DUSTIN*
YOU KNOW HOW YOU'RE
ALWAYS TELLING ME THAT
I WAVE TO BE DRIVEN
TO SUCCEED?

AWESOME. MY CAR WON'T
START AN1) I'M DUE AT
JUBA JUICE IN FIFTEEN
MINUTES.

tip

1x9 god with
numbers 1 to
Aumn and each
he difficulty level
, to Sunday

EXPIRATION EXASPERATION!
Dear Readers: Just a few comments about EXPIRATION DATES on coupons:
Shirley G. in Alton, Ill., wrote: "Restaurant coupons:
The expiration date is in such small print, it is very hard
to read. I write it larger on the ad."(HELOISE HERE:
Very good hint! Saves you from
squinting every time you want to
check if the coupon is still valid.)
Patti in Hamilton, Ohio,
wrote: "Mine is how small the
expiration date is on coupons.
Between the small print and the
color variations, these are extremely difficult to read."
Dot, via email, said her problem is "coupons, especially
restaurants, that have the expiraby
tion date in such small print that
you have to get a magnifying
Heloise
glass to read it, or the print is so
light you can hardly see it."
I hear you. readers, let's hope the coupon people do.
However,to be fair, they have to get a lot of information
(much of it legal) on that small coupon. You can save a
pretty sum of money using coupons wisely. Don't use
it just to use it; use it to save on something you need or
want. -- Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Fast facts to remove onion odor from
hands:
* Wash with a dab of toothpaste.
* Rub hands on stainless steel while washing.
* Wash with shaving cream.
* After washing, rinse with a bit of mouthwash.
* Wash with lemon or lime juice.
Heloise

TREE SAP ON CLOTHES
Dear Heloise: This time of year, with all the tree trimming/cutting, how do you get tree sap out of clothes? -Sue M., via email
Don't be a sap with tree sap stuck on your clothing!
It's very sticky and mostly sugar, so you need to dissolve it. Soak the garment (or just the spot itself) in
warm water. touted this a few, years agofor my column
in Good Housekeeping magazine. It takes time, but let it
soak, then rub the spot between your finge7s7 rinse .anT
soak some more. It works!
Lots of people use rubbing alcohol, and I've had
some luck with this. More helpful hints are in my pamphlet on stains. To get a copy of Heloise's Handy Stain
Guide for Clothing, send $5 and a stamped (71 cents),
self-addressed, business-size envelope to: Heloise/Stain
Guide; P.O. Box 795001,San Antonio,TX 78279-5001.
Or order online at www.Heloise.com. When the sap is
removed, nib with detergent and wash as usual. -- Heloise
WEDDING AISLE RUNNERS
Dear Heloise: At many weddings, there is a white
aisle runner. Most times, not all of the roll is used. Because it is a sturdy material and somewhat transparent,
I have used the leftover material for making patterns or
other craft copying needs. --Jackie R.,Newcastle,Calif.
Or use as a runner by your door. A great hint for recycling and repurposing the unused portion. It's already
been paid for, and the runner in the aisle may have usable space,so look over that as well. -- Heloise
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Cochlear implants can help
those with major hearing loss

board member, is pictured being
presented a plaque by parks board
chairman Harry Patterson while
Gary Holum), park director, looks
on.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board heard a report by
Drexel Toland and Associates on the
feasibility of building an additional
medical office building.
The American Dairy Association
of Kentucky announced the selection of Staci Tidwell as the District
1 Dairy Princess. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Tidwell
of Murray.
According to First District Highway Engineer John Puryear, the US
641 bypass from south of Benton to
the Purchase Parkway will be open
by Feb. I.
Forty years ago
Officers of the medical staff of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
are Dr. Gary Marquardt, Dr. C.C.
Lowry and Dr. Donald Hughes.
Mary Smock,(laughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hunt Smock, was crowned as
b.sketball queen for 1976 at Murray
High School by Alyson Holt, 1975
queen.
Fifty years ago
Kenneth Thomas has been named
as Jaycee of the Month for December by the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Morehead 86-79. Herb
McPherson got 28 points for Murray.
Sixty years ago
The Dukes, a quartet from Hazel High School, will perform at a
meeting of the Methodist Men's
Club. Members are Butch White,
Ray Dunn, Keith Hill and Clyde
Stanley with Ronny Hampton as
pianist.
Joan Bowler and Shirley Joyce
Chiles, both of Murray and students
at Murray State College, will be
among those featured in a musical
program on Jan. 22 at MSC.

GARFIELD
HAVE YOL)
MISSED ME,
WORLD?

I DIDN'T MISS
YOU, EITHER
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ACROSS
1 Prepares for a trip
6 Snow formation
11 Once more
12 Circle spokes
13 Disco's Summer
14 Without stop
15 Hold tightly
17 Some amount of
18 Dove
22 Personnel head, at
times
23 Cutlery
27 Jack of nursery rhymes
29 Slyly sarcastic
30 'What a shame!"
32 Music's Lady —
33 Trips
35' Mouth part
38 Bangkok native
39 San Antonio landmark
41 Next year's sophs
45 Cowboy contest
46 Boise's state
47 Hearty dishes
48 Showy flower
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Days gone by
Trade fair
Flying: Prefix
Gray flycatchers
Small bottle
Border
Oceans
Skin art
"Well, that's obvious!"
"The Godfather"
group
Jelly buys
Oodles
Walk through water
Kitten cry
Granola bit
That woman
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CUBIC
BROWS
OPINE
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GUS
COVENS
AUSTERE
EVE
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1 Spot to jot
2 Before today
3 Energy drink buy
4 They have tasty legs
5 Trap
6 Surprise visftors
7 Spdnted
8 Notion
9 Helsinki native
10 Orderly
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:TENNESSEE STATE 69, MURRAY STATE 58

Second unit sparks Racers in loss to Tigers
Neu

Belmont scored the first 17 points against start a game.
"We have started games fairly well for
MSU en route to an 87-61 OVC victory in
Nashville. On Saturday, Tennessee State led much of this season," Cross said."Is this just
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State over- 15-0 before Daniella Pisano's layup ended a two-game road-swing funk or do we need
came a third-quarter surge by Murray State Murray State's4 1/2-minute scoring drought. to look at changing something with the startCross had subbed in the Racers' second ing lineup? The second unit was rewarded
to secure a 69-58 Ohio Valley Conference
of Pisano, Abria Gulledge, Bria Bethea, for their energy in this game by getting more
unit
Center.
Gentry
win Saturday at the
The Tigers(9-9,4-I)improved to 7-0 this Lexii Cassell and Jasmine Borders at the playing time later in the game. They got us
season at home after watching the Racers 4:48 mark, searching for a spark. They de- back in the game by making it a competitive
(6-10, 2-3) erase TSU's 15-point first-quar- livered an 11-4 run to trim the MSU deficit game."
Trailing 39-25 at halftime, the Racers
ter lead and rally for a 47-46 third-quarter to 19-11 after 10 minutes.
on a 22-7 run during the first 8 minutes
went
hard
extremely
played
unit
second
"Our
advantage.
"Our effort for 35 minutes was great. .... all five of them ... and continued to do of the second half. Jashae Lee, who scored
Our effort for the first 5 minutes wasn't so so throughout the game." Cross said."Hope- nine of her team-high 15 points in the rally,
hit two free throws to cut the Tigers' lead to
great," Murray State head coach Rob Cross fully, they learned a lot from that."
Murray State finished the game with 46-43 at the 3:03 mark.
said."Tennessee State is the defending OVC
Ke'Shunan James, the reigning OVC
Tournament champions and we're on their a 17-4 edge in bench scoring with contricourt We needed to play great for 40 min- butions from Pisano (five points), Cassell Freshman of the Year, capped the MSU run
DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information utes to have a chance to win and we didn't (four), Borders (four) and Bianca Babic with a jumper and a layup for her only points
of game. That handed Murray State its only
(four).
controls the ball against Ten- do that."
Gulledge
Murray State's Abria
Cross didn't know what to make of
For the second straight game. the Racers
nessee State during an Ohio Valley Conference game Satur•See RACERS, Page 9
were stearnrolled at the start. On Thursday, MSU's second straight poor performance to
day in Nashville.
By JEFF
Sports Editor

BOYS BASKETBALL:
HENRY CO.,TENN,41, GALLOWAY CO. 33

Patriots seal win
with late surge
against Lakers
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
After taking Murray High to
the brink of an upset on Friday
night in the Crosstown Classic,
the Calloway County Lakers
has less than 24 hours to lace
up their sneakers and do it all
over again.
But as the narrative has
been all season long for Calloway County, the Lakers had
a fourth-quarter lead and the
young kids couldn't close it
out.
Up 31-27 with less than 4
minutes to go,the Lakers were
well on their way to ending a
three-game losing streak and,
then, the wheels completely
fell off. Henry County, Tenn.,
responded with a furious 10-0
rally to take command of the
contest late, downing Calloway County 41-33 on Saturday
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The 33 points was lowest
scoring output for the Lakers

MEN'S BASKETBALL: TENNESSEE STATE 73, MURRAY STATE 71

MSU tails at buzzer

this season.
Fatigue was expected to be
shown early and often against
the Patriots, but no one could
have predicted just how much
energy the Lakers had exhausted the night before. What
followed after the tip off was
the wrong side of history. The
Lakers scored only two points
in the first quarter for the lowest scoring period in CCHS
basketball history.
Fortunately for Calloway
County,so did the Patriots.
After just 8 minutes of play,
the wear-and-tear of the Crosstown Classic had taken its toll
on the Lakers as the game was
tied at 2 with Jeremy Darnell's
layup was the only field goal
for Calloway County.
Overall, the Lakers (5-12)
shot 2 of 16 from the 3-point
line and missed all 11 of their
attempts in the first half. It just
wasn't pretty. and head coach
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DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Isaiah Butler Butler defends a Henry
County, Tenn., player during a game Saturday at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.

GIRLS BASKETBALL:
HENRY CO.,TENN,41, CALLOWAY CO. 33

Waller shuffles
lineup in defeat
By BRYCE RUDD
Sports Reporter
Facing the second part of
perhaps the toughest back-toback slate this season, the Calloway County Lady Lakers had
plenty of chances to crumble
against Henry County,Tenn.
Murray High had squeezed
every ounce of effort out of
CCHS head coach Valerie
Waller and her young COM,
but there was a reserve tank on
Saturday night at Jeffery Gymnasium ... at least for the first
three quarters.
The Lady Lakers were
forced to deal with a superior
interior presence of the Lady
Patriots and, despite a respect-

able start, Calloway County
fell to Henry County 54-34 for
its second consecutive home
loss.
The Lady Lakers (5-14)
have featured unpredictable rotations all season, but the starting lineup for this game stood
out more than any other story
line, likely for the better.
After playing increased
minutes against Murray High,
freshmen players Abbey Arnett
and Victoria Doughty were
featured in Waller's starting
unit for the first time against
the Lady Patriots and, both
showed their individual worth.
Arnett led Calloway County in
II See CCHS,Page 9

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports information
Murray State's Damarcus Croaker attempts a 3-pointer against Tennessee State's Keron DeShields during an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday in Nashville.

Seymour's acrobatic shot narrowly misses
By JEFF AREK
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State held
off Murray State 73-71 after a wild finish in
the final 5 seconds of an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday at the Gentry Center.
Tahjere McCall broke a 71-all tie with a
driving layup to give the Tigers (14-4, 5-0)
their first win over the Racers (8-10, 2-3)
since Feb. 9, 2012, when Tennessee State
ended previously unbeaten Murray State's
24-game winning streak with a 72-68 victory at the CFSB Center.
Trailing 73-71 with about 2.5 seconds
remaining Saturday, MSU nearly forced
overtime. Jeffery Moss sent a long baseball
pass to Justin Seymour, who tracked the ball
down in the far corner and, as he fell out of
bounds, fired an over-the-backboard shot
that bounced off the side of the rim as time
expired.
The Tigers' student section erupted with
joy and stormed the court.
The loss for the Racers was a heartbreaking defeat in a season filled with frustrating
losses.
-Tennessee State made the plays down the
stretch that it took to win the game," Murray

State head coach Matt McMahon said. "I
thought our guys were resilient throughout.
We were down six to nine points and just
kept fighting and fighting. Once we took the
lead, we had some opportunities to extend it
to five and seven points, but we were never
able to do so."
Until Saturday, the Tigers had not beaten
the Racers in Nashville since Feb. 14,2008.
McCall led four Tennessee State players in double-figure scoring with 18 points.
The others included Keron DeShields (15),
Wayne Martin (12) and Darreon Reddick
(10). McCall and Martin each pulled down
eight rebounds as the Tigers held a 35-27 advantage in rebounding.
Murray State played Saturday without
6-foot-8 forward Brion Sanchious, who injured his right knee Thursday during an 8173 loss at Belmont and walked onto the Gentry Center court using crutches.
The Racers also lost their main big man,
6-7 leading scorer and rebounder Wayne
Langston, in a 67-all tie with 3:23 to play,
when he fouled out for the second straight
game. Langston ended up with 14 points,
four rebounds and three assists.
At that point, McMahon went to a fiveguard lineup, subbing in Seymour with

Moss, Bryce Jones, Gee McGhee and Damarcus Croaker already on the court.
"(When Wayne fouled out,) it took away
our post presence at the offensive end. Defensively, we had to really scramble around
and we didn't have much protection of the
rim inside," McMahon said. "We were a
five-guard lineup and subbed in AJ.(Patty)
on some of the possessions. It put in a position where we had to spread the floor and
attack them off the dribble."
Without Sanchious, who has the ability
to defend well in the post, Langston-has to
overcome the pressure of being double- and
triple-teamed at the offensive end and guard
the top post player on each oppoSing team.
"They're going at him and we're going
to have to do some things, schematically, to
keep(Wayne)on the floor," McMahon said.
Tennessee State took a 71-67 lead on
a layup from Marcus Roper and two free
throws from McCall as 1:12 remained. But
MSU rallied for a 71-all tie on a layup from
Moss and two free throws from Jones, who
went 10 of 10 at the free-throw line in the
game and has knocked down his last 22 free

See MSU,Pag.9
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Tennessee keeps interim
Mularkey as head coach
The Associated Press

two months of the season as an
interim coach. Mularkey was 2-7
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The in nine games after Whisenhunt
Tennessee Titans are keeping went 3-20 in his tenure before beMike Mularkey as their coach.
ing fired Nov. 3.
The man who handled the
"Mike is a quality coach and
final nine games after the team an outstanding person who will
fired Ken Whisenhunt this season help us build this team the right
was chosen Saturday, just hours way," Strunk said in a statement.
after the Titans wrapped up their
"He has experience as a head
fourth and final interview for the coach and a track record for developing young quarterbacks and
Ob.
Tennessee interviewed Mu- dynamic offenses, and he also
larkey; another former Buffalo brings continuity for our francoach in Doug Marrone; Detroit chise quarterback. We understand
defensive coordinator Teryl Aus- this may take time as we rebuild
tin; and finished the process by the roster and bring in new coachmidday Saturday by talking with es for Mike's staff, but we believe
the Titans' defensive coordinator, he has the experience and experRay Horton.
tise to build a consistent winner."
The last NFL team with a head
Mularkey becomes the 18th
coach position to fill chose not to coach for this franchise overall,
wait around for more candidates, and Tennessee's third since Jeff
instead joining the other six teams Fisher left in January 2011. He
who all decided to hire offensive previously had two seasons in
coaches for their openings.
charge with Buffalo and one in
Controlling owner Amy Ad- Jacksonville. He is 18-39 - just
ams Strunk said Mularkey won 4-21 over his last 25 games the job with his vision for the Ti- with the Jaguars and Titans. II
tans and how he handled the final

missing 12 o(23 free throw attempts. prevestaig them from
ever being close in the cosiest
after the second ginner.

From lisp8
scoring with nine points while
pulling down three rebounds.
Doughty's two first-quarter
steals (paired with her consistent ability to draw contact)
drove the Lady Laken to a close
10-8 deficit after 8 minutes.
"One thing I've always
told our kids is that I will reward them for playing hard,"
Waller said. "I felt like they
really came out Friday night
and played with no fear against
Murray High and it was time to
reward that. Victoria and Abbey
have been working in practice,
too, and it was well deserved.
They even played well tonight
and, for where they are, they
did what they could do."
Meanwhile, Alicia Hornbuckle scored seven points and
Megan Greer chipped in three
for the Lady Lakers, while
Charlee Settle dealt with Henry
County center Natiya Jumper
after guarding Murray High's
Maddie Waldrop less than 24
hours prior. Settle finished
with seven points and seven
rebounds, but Jumper (eight
points, seven rebounds and six
blocks) rejected Settle's first
three shooting attempts from
the field.
Jumper was forced to sit early with three fouls in the second
quarter, effecting the Lady Patriots' scheme, but her fourth
foul never came, which proved
to be a significant factor in the
second half, when Henry County pulled away.
"That's an adjustment she
has to learn to make as an
eighth-grader, but it did make
a difference getting her in foul
trouble in the first half," Waller

After the solid start, C.aUoway County allowed two quick
jumpers from Gracie Osbron
and Celle Hudson as the Lady
Patriots Waked for separation.
Osbron and Hudson took
total control in the last 24 minutes. Hudson stole the show in
the first half, scoring 12 of her
13 points before Oslxon took
the baton in the second half,
pouring in 14 of her 18 points
in the final 16 minutes, including two 3-pointers to push the
Henry County advantage to 3522 heading into the fourth.
Jumper bruised the Lady
Lakers' defense in the final
frame, while Ashley Martin
anchored the Henry County defense in a dominant 19-9 fourth
quarter to wrap up a 20-point

DONNIE PASCHALL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Abbey Arnett attempts a shot against a
Henry County, Tenn., defender in a game Saturday at Jefferey Gymnasium.
said. "In the second half we
weren't able to get that fourth
foul on her and that would have
made a difference down the
stretch."
"They played well from the
beginning and we didn't shoot
the ball very well. I'm sure
we're shooting in the low 30's

or upper 20's from the field percentage-wise. We didn't make a
3, we didn't shoot well from the
free-throw line and those won't
lead to positive results."
In fact, it was worse than
that. The Lady Lakers were
frigid from the field at 19 percent shooting (10 of 52), while

victory.
Waller continues to see a
silver lining despite the tough
schedule ... one that will get
even tougher against Graves
County on Tuesday.
"Our kids are starting to understand that playing hard is
the most essential thing for us.
Offensively, I feel like we're
starting to get there, but we're
still so young and we just shoot
the ball so quickly instead of
getting our feet set and shooting with purpose," Waller said.
"Going into Graves County,
it's going to be a big game we
played with them,too,for three
quarters. That's the number one
thing we're looking for right
now,can we improve on that?"
Calloway County travels to
the Eagles Nest at 7:30 pm.
Tuesday to try and avoid a season sweep by the Lady Eagles
(12-7). IN

than a field goal. Kamden Price was lead since 2-0, then, Calloway County
held 0 of 9 shooting with three points Llosed on a 13-8 run, fueled mostly by
(all from the free throw line) but was Johnson.
Heading into the final frame with
tremendous, defensively, with four
a 26-23 lead, the Lakers had several
steals.
After the first quarter dry spell,John- strengths to their advantage. Diversity
son responded quickly with two quick just wasn't one of them.
Johnson scored seven points in the
buckets before Darnell's steal and finish gave the Lakers an 8-2 lead. Henry fourth stanza alone, but he was the only
County came back with a 6-0 run of its Laker to score at all in the period. There
own, but Calloway County secured a is no telling where the Lakers would
have been without Johnson's effort, of13-11 lead heading into the half.
The third frame looked more like the fensively, but Birdsong still wanted to
rend of the floor.
Liceir_basketball fant keleen accus- see m• * '
o7 • player that did any"He'
tomet to seek% in closett,nye Calloway County players scored in, by far, thing, o ensively, but we just couldn't
get Peyton to rebound tonight," Birdits most involved offensive stretch.
Zach Word (12 points and five re- song said. "That's the frustrating thing,
bounds)blocked a shot by Price and fin- good players play on both ends, not just
ished coast-to-coast for the first Patriot one end. We've just got to keep work-

ing."
Johnson's runner with 5:02 left gave
the Ulcers a 31-27 lead, and this game
seemed like it would go down to the
wire just like the one against Murray
High, but Malik Russell and Blake Milliken made sure that didn't happen.
Birdsong called timeout to try to
brace his troops for the finish, but a
10-0 Henry County run included two
Millikan 3's and two steals by Russell
to put the game in hand for the Patriots,
who wrapped the contest up at the freethrow line for the 41-33 victory.
The Lakers tumbled to their fourth
consecutive loss (all coming in the final 2 minutes). A timeout with 4 minutes left seemed to have sparked a cold
streak in Calloway County, but Birdsong said he firmly believes in coinci-

dence.
"Timeouts are always a gamble.
To their credit, we probably don't use
enough timeouts during the course
of the game," Birdsong said. "When
you sense the dam breaking and when
you're up what we were up, we had to
get our defense back and get our rotations back. But that doesn't matter
when you turn the ball over. We were
starting to give up and we had to do
something."
"It one of those nights that you don't
say much at all. It's been a tough week.
We'll give them a couple of days off
and we say 'we'll see you guys Tuesday,- Birdsong said.
The Ulcers will have four days rest
before hosting Lexington, Tenn., at 7
p.m. Thursday at 7 p.m. III

II Racers...

Tigers a 53-47 advantage heading to the
fourth quarter.
From Page 8
Lawrence (18 points) and Johnson
(28 points) - the two highest scorers
lead at 47-46 as 2 minutes remained in in the game - went to work during the
the third quarter. James,who is the lead- final 10 minutes, when they combined
ing scorer for the Racers at 19.1 points, to score 13 of Tennessee State's final 16
is fourth overall in the OVC.
points.
Briana Lawrence and Jayda Johnson
After Babic hit a 3-pointer and Lee
seized the momentum away from the added a layup to pull Murray State
Racers. Lawrence drained a 3-pointer within a 57-54 margin with 6:19 to play,
to end MSU's surge before layups from but Lawrence countered with a 3-point
Jordan Brightwell and Johnson gave the play and a six-point lead for the Tigers.

Johnson converted two free throws in
the final minute, when TSU extended
its lead toll points.
I'mani Davis finished the game with
a double-double of 17 rebounds and 12
points and a game-high four assists for
the Tigers. She helped TSU have a 4644 advantage in rebounding.
The Racers conclude a three-game
road trip with an OVC game at Eastern
Kentucky (9-7, 3-2) at 7 p.m. Wednesday.•

TENNESSEE STATE 69,
MURRAY STATE 58
Saturders Result
At Gentry Center, Mehra
MURRAY STATE (6-10, 2-3): /gee Srrath 34 2-3 8, Jasmine Banters 1-2 1-24, Brie Bethea 0-0 0-0 0, Ke'Shunan
James 2-120-0 4,Deniella Rano 2-3 0-4 5, UAW.Wright
4-13 2-2 12,Led Cassel 2-3 0-0 4, Kyr,Gulledge 1-4 0-0
Z Bianca Babic 1-7 1-2 4,Abria Gulledge 0-2 0-0 0,Julia.
Las 4-12 8-6 15. Tolls: 2044(31.3%)12-19(63.3%)58.
TBINESSEE STATE(9-9,4-1): Tlana Pater 0-1 0-0 0, Diamond Beady 1-5 0-0 2, i'mail Davis 3-11 4-4 12, Jordon
BrIghtwell 1-2 0-1 2, Michela Cox 14 1-2 3, Brianne Lawrence 7-11 3-4 18, Samantha Palma 2-5 0-0 4, Asia Sins
0-2 0-0 0, Jsyda Johnson 11-21 4-7 28, Maxine Beard 0-1
0-00.Total& 26-46(40.9%)12-18(661%)09.
11 14 22 11 - 58
Mum Stele
19 20 14 16 - 09
Taanesess Stab

3-POINT GOALS: Murray State 6-25 Wright 2-8, Plano 1-1, Borders 1-2, Lae 1-4, Bahia 1-4, Smith 0-1, K.
Gulledge 0-1, Cassell 0-1, Jenne 0-3); Tennessee Stale
5-23 (Johnson 24, Davis 2-6, Lawrence 1-3, Obey 0-1,
Brightwell 0-1, Sims 0-2, c.ox 0-4 REBOUNDS: Money
State 44(James 7, K. Gullet* 7, Lee 6, Wright 5, Baba 4,
Plano 3,Cassel 3,TEAM 3,Smith 2,A. Giatedgs 2, Borders,
Bathes); Tennessee State 46 (Dw•le 17, Johnson 6, Cox 6,
Beatty 5, Brightwell 3, Sims 3, Patna 2, Pwksr 2, LawOUT): Murray Stab
rence, itmn. TOTM. FOULS
MULS:
14 (none); Tennessee Stets 19(none).
3, Piano 3,James
None. ASSISTS: Murray Slab 13
10
Slats (Davis
2,Bilk 2,Lee,Wright, Borders);
4, Johnson 3, Palms, Cox, Rowdy STEAM Murray Slate
7 (Los 4, Wright, Jones, K. Gulledge); Tennessee ftle 6
(Lawrence 2, Dols, Palma, Cox, Nuns). BLOCKED MOM
Mum State 4(K. Guliedgi 2,Lae,Ames);Tennessee Stele
3(Davis, Palms,Bffghtwel). 111RN0VIRS: Murray Sbde 12
Tennesese State 14.

ly came at the free-throw line, where
111 MSU
Jones, Moss and Langston combined
From Page 8
to score seven straight points on free
throws, while they made nine free
throws overall.
throws overall during the surge.
Jones led the Racers with 18 points,
MSU made more free throws (22)
while Moss and Seymour each added than Tennessee State attempted (21) in
12.
going 22 of 29 at the free-throw line.
Up 37-34 at halftime,the Tigers used The Tigers were 15 of 21.
a 16-10 surge - capped by a Reddick
"In the second half, we did a great
3-pointer - to take their largest lead job of getting to the free-throw line, but
(53-44) with 14:05 left.
we shot 30 percent from the floor and
Murray State countered with a 21-7 25 percent from 3-point range," McMarun during the next 9 minutes to build hon said. "Credit Tennessee State with
a 65-60 advantage. A lot of that ml-

playing good defense. They do a great
job of covering to the basketball, they
really protect the painted area and you
have to be able to make extra passes and
knock down open shots."
McCall answered with five consecutive points and Martin tied the contest at
67 with two free throws.
The Racers, who have 11 regular
season games left, must go 7-4 during
that stretch to have a chance to extend
their streak of winning Seasons to 29.
Murray State hosts Eastern Illinois
(6-12, 3-3) at 7 p.m. Thursday at the

CFSB Center. The Panthers, winners of
two consecutive home games,defeated
Eastern Kentucky 97-85 on Thursday
and Morehead State 84-82 in overtime
Saturday. IN

•Lakers...
From

Page 8

Terry Birdsong wasn't hesitant in saying so.
"We were flatfooted tonight. I
thought we might come out and be a
little flat. (Henry County) was, too.
Both teams were flat; it was just an ugly
basketball game," Birdsong said. "We
got up five (points) there again in the
fourth, turned the ball over, they got a
lay*,ttunedgpver a
thing
a laygprAc just couldiaget
going on the offensive end."
Peyton Johnson finished with 18
points and seven rebounds and Darnell
had six points for the Lakers, but other
than that, no CCHS player scored more

Os Information
10 Valley Con-

•CCHS...

TENNESSEE STATE 73,
MURRAY STATE 71
Sab,rday's Result
At Gentry Centex Nedra*
MURRAY STATE (9-10,2-3): Wayne Langston 4-7 6-8 14,
Bryce Jones 3-10 10-10 18,Jeffery Moss 4-11 3-4 12,Chad
Cuibreath 0-0 0-0 0, Ramercus Croaker 3-90-2 6,Gee McGhee 2-7 3-5 9, Justin Seymour 4-8 0-0 12,&J. Patty 0-1
0-00. Totals: 20-53(37.7%)22-29(75.9%)71.
TBINESSEE STATE (14-4, 5-* Moran Roper 2-5 0-0
4, Savior FlIcherds 2-3 0-0 4, Tilden McGill 4-9 8-9 18,
Romanies tomer 1-3 1-2 3, Samson dyed= 1-1 0-0 3,

Ramon Redd* 4-7 0-0 10, Koran beheads 6-13 2-3 15,
Wayne Main 4-744 12,Christian Griggs-Williams 2-2 0-1
4. Totels: 26-80(510%)15-21 (71.4%)73.
MUM& Tennessee State 37, Murray Stele 34.
3-POSIT GOALS: Murray Stab 0-25 (Sewnour 4-5, Jones
2-5, McGhee 24,Moms 14,Crasher 0-3) Tennessee Slab
riin 1-1,(WWI&
6-15 (McColl 2-3, Redick 2-6,
Murray Stab 27
1-3, Merin 0-1, Roper 0-3). REDO
4, Moss 3,TEAM
Crosker
4,
Lanpilen
(McGhee 7,Jones 4,
lainesess State 35 (McCall 3, MOM 8,
tor
-Moons 4,TEAM 3, LOTINI
5, Reddick 4,
OUT): Wray Mee 19
2, Rldurds). TOTAL FOULS
t Tennessee Stab 23(none). TECHNICAL FOULS:
1 nal IX AMNON State 1 (bench). ASSMTS: Many Stale 12(Jones 3, Langston 3, McGhee 3,Moss,Croaker, Sownsur); Tennessee Sluts 10E1 8, DeShields 3,
Crooks* TennesMerlin). STEALS: Murray Mils 2
Roper). BLOCHER
see Mate 6(DeShiside 3, McCall.
aim Perry state 5 wanes 2. McGhee,Serwt&fffAt
RIchwde).
Tennessee Sale 5 (lbrIn 2, Lam.. 2,
Wray Stole it lionesses Ship 14.
OS:Moray
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2 as

v Oil Change
v Brake Inspection
V Vehicle Check-Up
✓ Belts and Hoses Check
v Battery Test
✓ Fluid Top-Off
✓ Filter Check
• Tire Rotation
✓ Tire Pressure Check

We Service ALL Brands!
Appointments are recommended
but walk-ins are welcome.

'AO

OuickLane
TIRE Rs AUTO

EP

701 Main Street Murray I 270.761.7842

assorwineesinue

Shuttle
Transportation
Available
't ocal drop-off to
work
Convenient Night
Drop-Off Also
Available
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